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What is the aim of the menopause programme? 
Firstly to identify the problem, then discuss the solutions  
(pros and cons) and, finally, to implement both the preventive 
and personalised approach – using appropriate treatments  
on a long-term basis.

Is it aimed at those in perimenopause or  
women who are actually going through the 
menopause currently?
It’s aimed at treating perimenopause women but SHA also 
treats women who are actually going through the menopause 
by helping them to cope with the side effects such as weight-
gain, mood swings etc 

Why does the programme include, for example, 
echography and eco-bone densiometry ?
Well, bones are hidden biological structures that are  
normally silent unless a fracture dramatically changes the 
quality of life.

A quick, painless and accurate echo (with no radiation  
at all) is normally the screening test recommended in case  
of peri-menopausic osteoporosis. The so-called echo-
densitometry is performed in the doctor’s office and the  
results can be seen immediately. This means that the 
appropriate treatment and prevention can be started with 
immediate effect too. 

What are you looking at when you do blood  
tests for example?
We look at the women’s hormones and metabolism plus  
detox and anti-ageing capacity. In addition, we do genetic  
tests to reveal predispositions too which can help us when 
recommending treatments. 

What are you measuring?
The density (resistance & resilience) of the bones using  
certain parameters – the so-called ‘Stiffness Index’ which  
takes into account gender, ethnicity and age. It also helps  
to estimate the risk of fractures. 

How did you choose the spa treatments to  
include & how are they particularly beneficial  
for the menopause?
We know that intolerance to stress and the lack of  
regenerative capacity are the main consequences  
of menopause so the spa treatments included aim to  
help with these such as lymphatic drainage, Traditional  
Chinese Medicine and neurocognitive stimulation. 

How does nutrition play an important in the 
programme? Are there particular foods those  
going through the menopause should introduce  
to their diet or cut out?
We know that macro (carbohydrates, proteins and fat) and 
micronutrients (vitamins, minerals and oligoelements) are 
essential in the menopause process in terms of quality and 
quantity. Nutrition is simply the most important tool that  
we have along with exercise and relaxation. 
 
What do you think are the benefits of doing a 
specialist menopause programme? Can it truly help?
Yes, it certainly can. Many problems can be helped immediately 
such as hot flushes whereas others such as memory, sex drive, 
osteoporosis, energy, physical appearance, mood and weight 
take longer.

Rejuvenation, a better quality of life and staying illness-free 
longer sum up the effects of the programme in the long-term. 

We have the best offers if you book with us: free spa credit, free nights, early booking discount, free room upgrade.
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